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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Towards the end of 1980 the document ‘Regeneration of
the Quaysid&’ was prepared in support of an area based
economic development bid for finance from the Inner
City Partnership. The Quayside area was selected
because it is believed to have exceptional potential
due essentially to its unique combination of heritage
and location. If this potential can be realised both

by improving existing operations and by introducing
new activities (for example those related to leisure
and tourism) then the area, so the “Regeneration of
the Quayside” argued, will once again make a major
contribution to the quality of life on Tyneside in
general and to the local economy in particular. In
essence the idea is that by the injection of public
money into the area a new basis for sustained private
investment can be provided.

Formal approval has now been given to the Bid and the
best means of guiding the implementation of the
“Qusyside Project” must now be established.

1.2 The Quayside Project has already generated a great
deal of interest and a number of important schemes
are currently being enthusiastically pursued. Such
enthusiasm is the vital motive force behind the
Project and must be maintained. In eagerly pursuing
schemes, however, there is a danger that more beneficial
developments or longer term interests may be prejudiced.
For example,parts of the Quayside Area have an
exceptionally high value in terms of historic architecture
and there is a risk that the impressive heritage of
the area may be compromised. In addition around 4,000
people already work in the Quayside and it will be
necessary to ensure that their interest (along with
the interests of those who actually live in the area)
are considered as fully as possible when decisions
are being made about the future of the Quayside.

A sound, yet responsive, policy base from which to
evaluate the variety of schemes coming forward for
financial support is, therefore, essential. It is
the purpose of this report to provide such a base or
framework.
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1.3 Emphasis is given here to the vital role of the

private sector aria the success of the whole project

depends on their response. It is recognised,

however, that there is an understandable degree of

caution or scepticism on the part of those considering

future investments in the Quayside Area and that,

to help compensate for this, concerted public action

is essential. A good start has already been made

with, for example, the resurfacing of the Sunday

Market area and the repaving of the area to the

rear of the historic Guildhall. It is very important

to follow this up with other schemes of substance

and the Quayside Sub-Committee will consider over the

coming months a progranune of public works designed

to support and encourage private initiatives. In

addition individual topic papers dealing with such

items as housing, reclamation, conservation and parking

will be prepared. They will give detailed

consideration to specific problems and opportunities

and will compliment the broad guidelines contained

within the following pages.

1.4 In spite of the caution referred to above the

Project has so far had a very positive response

and many worthwhile schemes are already being

progressed. They will be brought forward, at

earliest opportunity, to the Quayside Sub-Committee

and the other bodies involved to be judged against

the 6 objectives defined in this document and

summarised below.

(1) To provide a stimulus for both large and small scale

private investment.

(2) To neip bring vacant and under-utilised sites and

buildings back into beneficial use.

(3) To ensure the wellbeinq of existing inhabitants and

assist wherever possible with improvements to premises

and operation requirements.

(4) To reduce the effects of traffic on the area, improve

conditions for pedestrians ano provide adequate

accessibility for vehicles including adequate parking.

(5) To try and ensure that a wide variety of accommodation

by type and standard is available.

(6) To ensure that the unique character of the Quayside

is enhanced and harnessed to the benefit of the

community at large.

3.
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2.0 THE POLICY CONTEXT

2.1 The Quayside Project is ccipThjI.tI,ie ,i1th t.i.

aims of the Inner City Partnership Strategy, the Tyne

and Wear Structure Plan, the City Council’s Employment

Policy and Programme and with the City Central Local

Plan e.g.:

Partnership Strategy

* “making the most of the area’s opportunities so

as to encourage more industry and commerce”.

* improving the infrastructure and physical attractiveness

of sites for industry and commerce, and of all main

transport routes in and around the central area”.

Structure Plan

* “the strategy assigns the highest priority to
increasing the number of jobs in the County as a

whole and involves the use of a substantial

proportion of the discretionary capital spending of

the local authorities for this purpose ..

* “in Newcastle a high priority will be given to

making sure that fine older buildings are conserved

and used ..

Employment Policy and Programme

* “the promotion of small businesses” (more than
2/3

of firms in the Quayside area employ less than 50

people).

* “the revitalisation of older buildings for commercial

use in order to provide good quality, small scale,

but inexpensive accommodation within the Inner City

Area”.

* “increased emphasis on the attraction and development

of service sector enterprises, including the active

promotion of the City as a location for such development”.

City Centre Local Plan

* “the creation of favourable conditions for thriving

economic activity and hence the creation of

opportunities for employment whilst balancing this
aim against any adverse effects it might have on
other valued aspects of the Centre”.

* “a reversal in the decline of certain parts of the

Centre, most notably in the south, via measures

intended to stimulate investment in both existing
and new activities”.
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* “the continued improvement of the physical
environment of the City Centre: making it a
more pleasant place in its own right”.

The above statements alone provide a very substantial
foundation to the Quayside Project. There is,
however, considerable value in defining objectives
which are exclusive to the Project and which should

assist in determining the apportioninent of the
Partnership allocation and Quayside priorities in
general. Such objectives are, therefore, defined
below under the following heads:

* A stimulus to private investment.

* A new balance of activities.

* Relieving existing problems.

* Maintaining the character of the Quayside.

5.



3.0 THE OBJECTIVES OF THE QUAYSIDE PROJECT

3.1 A Stimulus to Private Investment

(a) Although public organisations have been active

in the past in achieving developments in the
Quayside it is recognised that it is the general

lack of private investment which has resulted in

the areas currently run-down state. Encouraged,
for example, by the pioneering work of Redheads

Limited and David Ash (Architect) the local
authorities believe that public money can be
used to help create a situation where the
Quayside becomes a more attractive proposition

for most forms of private investment.

The first objective of the Quayside Project

is therefore:

* To provide a stimulus for both large and

small scale private investment in the
Quayside Project Area.

(5) To achieve this objective the Quayside Project

will need to employ a combination of approaches

including:

- direct financial assistance to firms or

individuals;

- the provision of additional parking spaces;

- access improvements to the Quayside area
generally;

- positive planning policies.

The remainder of this report in many respects simply

develops these and related approaches and identifies

additional complimentary objectives which underwrite

this first and most important objective.

fc) If the Project is successful then the input of

public money should taper-off and it is hoped

that substantial investment will not be required

after the intended 5 year life of the Project.

In other words it is considered necessary to
assume that a relatively disproportionate amount

of public money may have to be injected into

individual schemes to get the Project started.

For example grant or loan assistance may well

need to be more generous in the early life of

the Project.
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(d) Underlying much of the thinking of this and
many other local authority activities is the
acceptance that a simple accounting balance
sheet may not reveal the “true profit” to the
conununity. Certain schemes, which in themselves
do not generate sufficient income to cover their
own costs, can generate income for activities
which “feed” from them. For example, a museum
use on the Quayside may, in itself, not hreak
even but will attract large numbers of people
who will probably spend money in nearby shops
or cafes. Such non-profit making uses are
likely to have a vital role in bringing life
back to this part of the riverside and will,
almost certainly, require public financial support.

Ce) Following from this awareness of the complex
nature of costs and benefits accruing to the
Project is on appreciation of the dangers
inherent in supporting operations which are a
continual drain on revenue. So as to try and
avoid this developers and/or operators will be
encouraged to include in their overall packages
income earning features. For example, by
adding a public house or restaurant to a scheme
the cost of the provision of free exhibition or
display space may be offset.

(1) In order to give the widest possible support a
very flexible attitude is built into the
Partnership Bid and in turn determines the nature
of this policy statement. The Bid is, in effect,
a block allocation of around half a million pounds

per annum to be spent on a range o works, some
of which are already identified but, more
significantly here,with a mechanism which will
allow any new and worthy schemes to be quickly
assimilated into the programme.

(g) Clearly large schemes, such a the refurbishment

of Princes’ Buildinqs will require phasing, over
more than one year, and will therefore require
a guarantee that they will have first call on the
annual allocation. For minor works the block
allocation includes a “general furbishment fund”
which is perhaps the most flexible part of the
project being designed to either help tack work
which does not qualify under the criteria or to
“top-up” other funds. It is not intended a
a substitute for any of the other sources Qf
finance.

7-
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(li) It is intended that all forms of loan or çrant

assistance which currently apply to the Quayside

should continue to apply. By declaring the

bulk or the Project Area an Improvement Area

under the Inner Urban Areas Act additional ways

of giving assistance will be possible. It is

however, as we have seen, the Partnership Bid

which provides the main source of “new” money

to fuel the Project.

Appendix 1 explains in detail how it is hoped

to administer effectively the various sources

of Local Authority financial assistance.

C)



3.2 Anew balance of activities

(a) The Quayside Area has many fine old buildings,
the oldest of which reflect the fact that this

area was once the heart of the City. More

recent buildings, particularly the large Victorian

offices bear witness to the earlier dominance of

maritime commerce, While the buildings remain

for themost part in sound condition the old uses

have gone and new activities are becoming

established. The Quayside Project will add to

this trend and help to create a new balance of land

uses capable of bringing back into full use many

sites and premises which are at the moment under—

utilised.

The second objective of the Quayside Project is

therefore:

* To help peoe bring the many vacant_and
underutilised sites and builin9s__in the
area back into beneciaIè

(5) The former conrercial life blood, based on
shipping, has all but drained away but many
believe that the inherent idvantaues of
the Quayside will suoport new life,
especially in the growing service sector. For

example, as the “Regeneration of the Quayside”

demonstrated tourism can have an important role

in drawing people and therefore money down to the

riverside once again. Newcastle Quayside has

always been an area of mixed use and it seems likely

that most uses if approriate]y located can

contribute to the revitalisation of the area.

The Project will deliberately support the inclusion

of new uses in the belief that the wider the

activity base of an area the better the chances

of its surviving the ups and downs of economic

this via the powers available through planning

control as well :s tlirouc’h the way the various

financial incentives are administered.

(C) lists the land use guidelines which

are considered necessary to achieve the aim of

revitalisation whilst retaining opportunities to

try and ensure compatible development. It is

emphasised however that while Appendix 2 gives

details of a preferred balance of land uses it is

not intended as a rigid master 2lan and where a

Quayside proposal requires a planning prmission

it will, like elsewhere in the City, be considered

on its individual merits. Such consideration must

not only take account of the future of thea

but must ensure that the wellbeing of exst

inhabitants is not unnecessari threatened.

9.



3.3 Relieving existing problems

(a) Although the Quayside area has many rundown

premises and derelict patches of land it

continues to support some 200 businesses

employing around 4,000 people and the Project

must try and help them to improve their operations

and where possible create new jobs. This is

also the thinking which lies behind the intended

Improvement Area which covers almost the entire

Project area and will hiep make available a

wide range of loans and grants.

The third objective of the Quayside

Project is therefore:

* To ensure the wellbeing of existing Quayside

inhabitants and assist wherever possible with

improvements to premises and operational

requirements.

(5) The main point here is that regardless of the

requirements of prospective developers etc. the

Quayside as it exists today require a range of

action to simply assist those who currently

depend on the area for their livelihood. Naturally

individual concerns will experience specific

problems, for example to do exclusively with the

site or condition of their own building and those

identified during the course of the Project.

Nearly every user of the Quayside area is affected

by the quite severe intrusion of traffic, in

terms of noise and dirt as well as congestion.

This is a major problem to which there is no easy

solution. Some users find that they cannot

rely on a supply of convenient car parking space,

and the difficulty of pedestrian accessibility,

due largely to the steep approaches, affects

the viability of retail and service activities.

The fourth objective of the Quayside Project

is therefore:

* To reduce the effects of traffic on the area,

and improve conditions for pedestiians. To

provide an appropriate degree of accessibility

b bus1 motor vehicle and on foot including

adequate operational and visitor car parking.

(C) The County Council have already considered the

problems of traffic flow across the south of the

City Centre, where in all locations it intrudes

into the conservation area. Because of the

complexity of the matter no decisions have been

possible. A paper considering the problems in

detail will be prepared shortly, and this will

include assessments of the adequacy of car parking

and accessibility.

10.



3.4 Maintaining the Character of the Quayside

(a) In talking about “cnaracter” the following section
concentrates largely on buildings and their
surroundings. It is of course the people who
live, work or visit the Quayside that, at the
end of the day, are most important of all. The

City Council is aware of similar “up—grading”
exercises elsewhere where the original population
has been forced to move out as rent levels etc.
have increased in parallel with the success of
the scheme.

The fifth objective of the Quside Project
is therefore:

To try and ensure that a wide varlety of
accommodation by type and standard is available
within the Project Area.

fb) It would be wholly unrealistic to pretend that
all who currently occupy in one way or another,
the Quayside will be able to continue to do so

during and after the life of the Projec-. Many

will either move to different premises or,
unfortunately, in the case of businesses, cease
trading. For its part the City Council will
try and “manageTM the Project so that arange
of property is always available to meet the
varying demands of potential or existing tenants.

Fortunately the range and condition of buildings

on the Quayside Is and will be for the foreseeable
future, very wide indeed and should make possible

this management policy though the strong role of
market forces should not be under-estimated.

(C) Of all the aspects of the Quayside being discussed

in this report the area’s “character” is in a

sense the most precious for if lost it cannot
be replaced, and is taken here to include the

areas distinctive architectural legacy as well
as the unique juxtaposition of sites and buildings

along the banks of the Tyne. It is believed,

however, that there is a place for new development

alongside the old in the Quayside and that this

can be achieved without loss or damage to this

essential feature.

The sixth oblective of the Quayside Project is
therefore:

* To ensure that the unique character of the

Quayside is not only enhanced but that it is
harnessed to the benefit of the community at
large.

11.



(d) As we have already seen the Quayside has a

plentiful stock of historic buildings. Some

are of exceptional quality and are listed while

others are of group value as part of the
familiar pattern of streets that make up the

Project Area. The Central Conservation Area

has already been extended into the area and will

accommodate those parts of the Project Area

which are considered to have the highest
architectural or historic value. It is the
City CounciUs intention not to create an
unchanginc’ museum of an area but to bring in
new life and activity and thereby help achieve
a viable an useful future for the buildinQs and
sites in auestion.

:2.



APPENDIX 1

FE ADMINISTRATION OF LOCAL AUTHORiTY
LOAN AND GRANT ASISTANCE WITHTN

THE QIJA’tSIDE AREA

_______

1.0 PREAMBLE

One of the principal assets of the Quayside is its

large stock of existing buildings, whose potential

contribution to the economic regeneration of the

Quayside is immense. This potential however,

remains unrealised as many buildings are vacant or

underused and their fabric in varying states of

decay. Restoration, renovation and refurbishment

are therefore prime needs in order to -

(1) provide up to date accommodation for new and

expanding firms in the area;

(2) provide an attractive visual environment which

will attract further investment through -

* maintaining and improving the character and

hence the tourist potential of the area, and

* creating an air of confidence which will

encourage commercial enterprises to set up

in the area.

It is clear, however, that if these objectives are to

be successful present market trends in the area will

need to be reinforced by a public financiil

input not only as a pump-priming exercise but in order

to render many schemes economically viable.

2.0 EXISTING GRANT AVAILABILITY INTHE AREA

Existing resources for makinq local authority financial

assistance available fail tnto three categories:

(1) Conservation trant

a) Grants under the Local Government (historic

Buildings) Act 1962: local authorities have

discretionary power to offer assistance

towards the restoration/repair of any building

which in its opinion is of historic or

architectural interest. In practice grants

offered usually vary between 12½% and 33% of

the cost of eligible work and are usually

matched by grant assistance offered by the

County Council, and, within the conservation

areas, by the Department of the Environment,

The City Council’s 1981—82 city—wide allocation

for such grants is £26,390 (including reser”e

estimate of £15,000).

13.



b) “Section 10” (under the Town & Country
tArendr’ent) Act 72 dV’i L.1Li’ or

a discretionary basis from the D.O.E. and
usually amounting to 25% of eligible
restoration works. Originally available in
“outstanding conservation areas only
(including the Central Conservation Area)
they now apply to all conservation areas though
the policy for their allocation has changed
to give priority to schemes of concentrated
wcrk in part 1—1)1 -ir rou md m:i tt .,n4—()ft

C’?? iii ti liti:, wItj.i !It.Ii-t VI•?

significant contribution to the character of
the area. Within the Quayside the Central
Conservation Area boundary extends from
Tuthill Stairs to King Street. The area
will shortly be extended eastwards to Broad
Chare thus extending the potential for
Section 10 assistance.

c) Section 4 grants, (under the Iistri iu;lcIinqs
and Ancient Monuments Act 1953) available from
the DOE for the restoration of bui)dinqs of
national imoortance (qenera’lv Grade 1 nr Grade 11*
listed buildincjs) . Several Lui ldings in the
Quayside (e.g. 28-30 The Close) may ciualify for

4 special assistance under this head.

d) Townscheme of grants: During the past five
years the City Council has, on the basis of
a l2½%/l2½%/25% partnership with the County
Council and the D.O.E. made available grants
towards structural repairs in respect of an
agreed list of properties in the Central
Conservation Area (concentrated in two areas:
Clayton Street/Blackfriars and Dean Street!
Sandhill/The Close). At its March meeting
Development, Planning & Highways Committee
agreed to continue the scheme and extend its
coverage, particularly to include a range of
selective additional properties in the Quayside/
Broach Chare area (subject to the extension
of the Conservation Area). This decision,
including an initial annual allocation of
£6,500 is subject to the agreement of the
County Council and D.O.E. to continue
participating in the scheme. It would appear
that several Quayside buildings included in
the Townscheme (e.g.. 35 The Close) may require
expenditure beyond the resources of Townscheme,
in which case it may be appropriate to consider
such schemes for grant assistance under one
of the other headings listed above.

14.



A variety of other grant aid sources for
conservation work exist, though their potential
contribution in the area is likely to be limited.
Trusts such as the Tyne and Wear Building
Preservation Trust who are pursuing the purchase
of building such as 35 The Side and 28-30 The
Close for renovation have access to finance
from national funds such as the National Heritage
Fund etc.

(2) Economic Development Grants

Various forms of financial assistance are available
under the two enabling Acts. They are aimed at
assisting the establishment of new commercial
or industrial enterprises or the expansion of
existing firms, with particular emphasis on the
employment implications of the scheme. Proposals
to renovate or convert buildings for existing or
prospective commercial users may therefore qualify
for assistance.

a) Inner Urban Areas Act

The Quayside area lies within a Designated
District and a special area for the purposes
of this Act, in which a range of assistance,
with direct implications for the renovation
of the area’s building stock, may be available
e.g.

- loans to acquire land or carry out works
on land

- loans and/or grant to establish common
ownerships or co—operative enterprises

- loans towards the carrying out of various
site preparation works including the
demolition of structures or buildings

- rent relief to persons taking lease of
buildings for industrial or commercial
purposes

- interest relief on loans enablina small firms
to acciuire land or carr” out works on land,
f the firm has been situated in the Special
Area for 12 months prior the the loan.

b) In’provement Areas

Economic Development Committee at its meeting
in December 1980 resolved in principle to
declare most of the Quayside area (plus
several adjacent areas) an Improvement Area
under the Inner Urban Areas Act, subject to
the response of firms in the area. Consultation
with enterprises in the area will shortly be

15.



underway, and in accordance with the timescale
required by the Act, it is unlikely that
formal declaration will take place before
September 1981.

The existence of an improvement area will
widen the scope of assistance that could be
made available including a provision allowing
grants to be offered to any person wishing
to convert, extend, improve or modify
existing or potential industrial or commercial
buildings. The maximum grant is limited to
50% of the cost of eligible works or a £1,000
per job created, whichever is the less.
Loans or grants may also be offered towards
the painting or repairs of buildings. Used
in conjunction with any appropriate conservation
grants with which it may overlap, this
provision offers scope for the improvement
of buildings in the Quayside, even though each
scheme will be considered on its merits and in
competition with similar schemes in the City’s
nine other Improvement Areas.

c) and Wear Act 1976

The provisions of this Act which relates
solely to industrial development outside
Industrial Improvement Areas have limited
application in the Quayside particulaTly once
the declaration of the Improvement Area is
completed though at present loans towards the
improvement and acquisition of any industrial
building can be made available, and grants
towards the provision of services and facilities.

The total budget allocation for loans and
grants under all the above heads throughout
the City in 1981-82 is £750,000 made ur’ as
follows:

Capital Budget E0,000

Partnership (Capital grants) £l00,”OO

Revenue (Loans & Grants) £250,000

(3) Assistance under Quay.side Partnership Allocation

Applications for conservation grant assistance from
the City Council is at present considered by
Development, Planning & Highways Committee while
assistance under the 1976 and 1978 Acts is
considered by Loans and Grants Sub-Committee of
Economic Development Committee. The present

16.



arrangements will continue, though in the

Quayside, one of the few areas where both types

of assistance may be available, liaison at

officer level to avoid overlap will be essential.

Because buildings and enterprises in the Quayside

must compete on a City or County wide basis, the

total finance available from non-Partnership

sources will of necessity be limited and this

will probably mean that:

(i) In the case of larger projects and

buildings requiring extensive restoration/

renovation,, the existing finance sources

may be inadequate. This applies to

certain buildings included in Townscheme

(e.g. 35 The Close, where works eligible

for grant aid will amount to 1½ x the

City’s annual allocation for the scheme)

and specific provision might then be made

via the Partnership allocation as has

already happened, for example of Princes’

Buildings.

(ii) The level of total grant aid available

from existing sources may be too low to

give an adequate incentive for the work

to proceed. In such a case the Quayside

Refurbishment Fund could be used to “top

up” assistance to a level compatible with

economic feasibility. The Committee has

already set a precedent for such an approach

by topping up grants available from other

sources, to 5O in respect of the Love Lane

Warehouses and 25 King Street.

(iii) Certain vital works may not ualify for

assistance under existing legislation,

particularly pending agreement on the

continuation of Townscheme or the declaration

of the Improvement Area. In such cases it

may still be possible to provide assistance

from Quayside Partnership Allocation and

particularly the Refurbishment Fund, perhaps

utilising legislation which is not tied

to any specific existing Capital or Revenue

Programme e.g. Section 89 of the National

Parks and Access to the Countryside Act

1949 which enables local authorities to

“carry out such work as appears to them

expedient for the purpose of enabling the

land to be brought into use or improving

the appearance of the land”.

17.



3.0 PROCEDURE

The Quayside Partnership Allocation is not seen as

replacing existing sources or being used to finance

programmes under existing finance heads. Instead

it will be used to fill gaps in the existing system

or to supplement, sometimes substantially, existing

sources, in order to achieve improvements that may

not otherwise be achievëd.

In the light of the above it is suggested that

applications for, grant aid in respect of properties

in the Quayside should first be considered by Loans

and Grants Sub-Committee and Development, Planning

& Highways Committee as apprqpriate. All schemes

would then be referred to Quayside Sub-Committee for

consideration eitrby topping up grants to a higher

level or by offering grants to applicants that had

failed to receive inadequate aSsistance under the

normal procedures. In consi,dering an offer of

such assistance, the Committee shoud also consider

any grants offered by the DOE’ and the County Council

and in view of the nature of. the Quayside Project

it is hoped’ that the County Council would not use

the presenceof the Quayside Partnership allocation

to influence their normal procedure of allocating

grant assistance. Similarly it is hoped that the

injection of Tourist Board and E.E.C. funds into

the area can be achieved without duplicating

alternative sources.

Only in this wy can the impact of public financial

assistance on the Quayside be maximised and the

objectives contained in the body of this report

be achieved.

18.



LAND USE GUIDELINES
FOR THE QUAYSIDE

So as to try to ensure tnat developments on the Quaysie

are compatible with one another (as well as with the

overall aim of revitalisation) the followinc guidelines

are considered appropriate.

(1) OFF: DES

The City Centre Local an includes the area between

Sandhill and Broad Ch.-re within the defined “Office

Area” in which office use will be sustained anã

consolidated. Within that part of tne Quayside

included in tne office area, most of the buildings

are late 7ictcrjan structures, originally built as

offices but now greatly underutilised. Re-use as

offices accompanied by infill office development

would therefore be lpropriate, but there is a danger

that this area lying a the heart of the Quayside

could be given over entirely to offices with

consequent deadening effects on the area outside

office hours. Under the terms cf ex;.zting policy,

it coujd he difficult to resist apulications for

office use but the problem could be minimised by

— encouraging the establishment of non-office

uses (e.g. retail, entertainment or tourist

facilities on the cround floors of buildings;

— encouragino mixed us in new deve1pment.

3 de ne C!;ce office use or

d€’eopent .iil c neJ1’: L. n’rcpr13te unless

a specJ case can be ut.

2) MAN’TACT(TlN, IMrfl: ‘.: P’ ft

The re -,:ut. of hc dentiijecl

i the (icy r.t r Locai P1 i as n which such

uses should h. cncou- ed and sr ed’ . A similar

policy is considered desirble for the area east of

Milk Market woich lies outsdE the Local Plan Area.

In these areas, bot’i ci which ore included in the

proposed Improvement Ikrea, it wmuld be feasible to

concentrate economic assistant for industrial and

manufactur ing enterprises.

The potenti a for recic’velopent 3 n tie Close Riverside

stri; sanuld be borne ;n mind in allocating assistance

wrcii fcr exampl, be irmited to short term

inproveinents of existinc buildings. The existing



concentration of notor reiiteci activtis in this

area tas certain ‘JnJosraule etivirorcenta implications

in ter of visuai appearance and traffic conditions.

However, these enterprses perform a useful function

and their relocation woud be difficult. In any

event it will be necessary o make a clear statement

about the future of the Close area as soon as possible

so as to avc id uncertainty and blight.

In the centrai cart of me area (i.e. All Saints,’

Quayside) proposals for light industrial and storaae

use expansion, development and changes of use will

be carefully considered in relation to the possible

conflict with other uses (such as housina or offices)

and the parking,’servicina implications will need to

be carefully assessed. It would be appropriate here

to encourage the very small scale or craft workshop

type of use which would not be incompatible with the

general preference for mixed uses.

(3) RETAILING

The Qayside lies outside The Shopping Area” as

defined in the City Centre Local Plan, which states

that small scale shopping development will be encouraged

in the Quayside :n the context of mixed use development.

Souvenir and craft shops plus hack up facilities to

serve the tourist and recreational trade as well as

the commercial expansion of the area are considered

essential to the area.

T:e scu le u ivi :iu1 ri ‘ ;i 1v mpmort w 11 need

to bc? ]udged aoa rust ‘ St rucurr on nd the likely

impact of the proposal upon estaH.ishcc! shopping areas.

(4) HUUSIG

The Qu tyside is oisaged s an area where limited

and small scale new hcislnj ac:rninodatinn and the

inclusion of residential elements in mixed use

refurbishment and/or redevelopment schemes will be

supported, particularly in the All Saints Area.

I is envisqed that demand will exist for 1 and 2

person flat accornmodition, particularly on upper

floors and in association with other uses (e.g. craft

workshops) So far as the existing sIck of

dwellings is concerned rerurhishment, for example,

at Forth B;nks, will be activei’ pursued.



(5) TOURISf’1

The City Centre Local Plan has the general aim of

introducing “into the Quaysid/sandhil area a range

of new activities and in particular tourist and

leisure uses, witn the general aim of revitalising

the area and promoting it as a focal point for

tourism in the City”. Tourist orientated activities

cover a wide range of uses out restaurants, hotels,

museums and leisure facilities are uses to be

specifically encouraged in the area. Larger scale

developments in this field (new hotels, leisure

facilities) could be inappropriate in the historic

core of the area (between Sandhull and Broad Chare)

though there may be scope in this part of the area

to convert existing buildings to mid-pricu hotel

accommodation (which is badly needed in Newcastle)

restaurants, night clubs, galleries, craft centres

etc. The suitahility of locating tourist and

leisure actIvities, west of the High Level Bridge

is also limited, as this area is likely to remain

dominated b industrial activity. Xowever, The

Close Riverside strip remains a possible location

for large scale development in the long tern’ as do

the sites between Broad Chare and Milk Market and

eastwards along the river frontage.

LAND USE SUB-APEAS

On the basis cf the above land use guid1ines the Project

Area can be iivided into three sub-are-is (see map) in

which par tLcular ranges of polIcies would apply:

(1) Th Hanovei Street - Forth B3nks - Close Area

a) Indijsrja1, wareousing ann munufacturing

ccvelrpflents should bt- encouraged in this

area, rind financij assistance for such

activities would he concentrated here, subject

to the need to consider the long term

implications of investment in The Close

Riverside strip.

(5) Office development in this area will generally

be inappropriate and should be limited to minor

expansion of existing accommodation, or cases

wnere a specific conservation objective is to

be served. V

(C) Te i n ct 2 Vi Os wi I no rn ii y not be perrnit ted

‘his area ether than “bulky goods” retailing

as defined by the Structure Plan.



M 1-’

(d) Tourist orientated activities are less likely
in this area, though the potential for
incorporating large scale tourist/leisure
facilities on a redeveloped Federation Brewery
site or The Close Riverside strip is accepted
and will be encouraged.

(2) Between Tuthill Stairs and Broad Chare -

“The Historic Core”

(a) Lying within the Central Conservation Area there

will be a general presumption against the
redevelopment of any building of architectural

historical or townscape interest while new
development should be designed to retain

and enhance the character of the area.

(b) Office use/development will be concentrated in

this area and new developments encouraged, though
encouragement ‘ill be Qiven to the inclusion of

suitable non-cfice uses in new scher’es particularly

on the ground floor.

Cc) General or heavy industrial use will generally

not be favoured but all applications will be

considered on the merits with preference being

given to small scale uses in existing buildings.

Cd) Retail uses up to a given size will be permitted

particularly where they are part of a mixed use

development or are complementary to other uses.

Ce) Housing especially as part of a mixed use

development (particularly the refurbishment of

upper floors of existinb uidlings) will be
encouraged.

(f) Tourist orientated activities will be actively

promoted in this area, though large space using

activities could well be difficult to accommodate.

(g) The need to provide operational and visitor

parking in new developments will be carefully

considered in relation to, amongst other things,

the fact that extra parking is in’flortant to the

Quayside.
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(3) EAST OF BROAD CHARE

(a) There will be a general presumption against the

demolition of buildings of architectural,

historical or townscape interest (e.g. the Milk

Market Warehouses) and the re-use/refurbishment

of such old buildings will be encouraged.

fb) Office use will not normally be permissible but other

uses will be considered pro.rite subject to safe

guarding the long term development potential of

the Amoco House and Quayside Sheds sites.

(c) Large scale developments in the leisure/tourism

field will be encoura’ed.

(d) In any new developments parking needs and improved

access to City Road will be important considerations.

le) Industrial warehousing developments will be

permitted where appropriate in this area and

existing firms will be encouraged to improve

their premises where desirable.

ff) Strenuous efforts will be made to bring areas

of waste land into more positive use, e.g. by

site preparation works to encourage development

Or by landscaping to improve their appearance

or use by the public for leisure purposes.
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